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THE BANKCRUPTCY OF THE INTENTIONAL CANON OF INTERPRETATION 

 

1. The aim of this paper 

 

This paper is part of our larger research project about canons of legal interpretation. Canons 

are rules for interpreting texts.1 Different scholars and traditions identify different sets of 

canons, but the most common is probably the following quartet:  

 

1) Textual canon: interpret the legal text according to its plain meaning, don’t go 

outside it. 

2) Intentional canon: interpret the legal text according to its author’s intention.  

3) Systematic canon: interpret the legal text so that it coherently fits with other legal 

texts. 

4) Teleological canon: interpret the legal text by considering the purposes why it was 

adopted and how those purposes are best realized.2 

 

In this paper we argue that the intentional canon fails to function as an independent rule of 

interpretation. This may sound preposterous: isn’t it precisely the intention of the legislator 

that law-appliers should strive to find if they want to respect the rules of democratic 

government, especially the principle of legislative supremacy? When interpreting contracts, 

our claim sounds even more preposterous: in many countries, the rules for the 

                                                             
1 It is also possible to understand “canon” as a set of rules of interpretation, as Häberle does in saying: “El 
canon de los métodos de interpretación es un «armazón flexible de argumentación», que puede ser descrito 
básicamente como una estructura de principios y raramente como un sistema de reglas.” 
http://www.ugr.es/~redce/REDCE13/articulos/Haeberle.htm 
2 This list is freely based on the following recent German textbooks of legal theory. They all take Savigny as 
their starting-point but differ from Savigny and from each other in some details.  

Koller, Peter: Theorie des Rechts - Eine Einführung. Böhlau, Wien 1997.  
König, Werner F.: Juristische Methoden für Dummies. Wiley, Weinheim 2016. 
Larenz, Karl: Methodenlehre der Rechtswissenschaft (2nd ed.), Springer, Berlin 1992. 
Mastronardi, Philippe: Juristisches Denken. Haupt, Bern 2001.   
Potacs, Michael: Rechtstheorie. Facultas, Wien 2015.  
Puppe, Ingeborg: Kleine Schule des juristischen Denkens. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Göttingen 2008. 
Rüthers, Bernd: Rechtstheorie. Beck, München 1999. 
Zippelius, Reinhold: Introduction to German Legal Methods. Carolina Academic Press, Durham 2008..  
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interpretation of contracts explicitly say that if the words of the contract seem contrary to 

the evident intention of the contracting parties, their intention will prevail3. In a sense, we 

do not deny this. However, we claim that the actual interpretative work (whether it 

concerns statues or contracts) consists in reading various texts and trying to build them into 

a rational and coherent whole. This, in turn, often requires knowledge of the political and 

historical context of the issuing of the text(s). In other words, we argue that in practice the 

intentional canon reduces into the textual, systematic, or teleological canon.4 

 

2. Different senses of “intentionalism” 

 

We must first specify what we mean by “intentionalism”. This is not an easy task, since the 

word can mean many different things in the context of legal interpretation. At least the 

following senses can be distinguished: 

 

First, ”intentionalism” can mean the trivial claim that legislation is an intentional activity (as 

opposed to something that is done accidentally, asleep, under the influence of drugs, etc.). 

As Raz expresses this idea, “Whenever one legislates one intends, under some description, 

to make the law one is enacting.”5 We have nothing against this use, but we do not need it 

here. 

 

Second, “intentionalism” can be a theory of meaning which holds that what constitutes the 

meaning of any text is the intention of the speaker or author. This view has been advocated 

in a radical, uncompromising form, by Stanley Fish,6 and in a less radical form by Paul Grice7.  

                                                             
3 For example, the Spanish Civil Code, art. 1281: “Si los términos de un contrato son claros y no dejan duda 
sobre la intención de los contratantes se estará al sentido literal de sus cláusulas. 
Si las palabras parecieren contrarias a la intención evidente de los contratantes, prevalecerá ésta sobre 
aquéllas.” BGB § 131:  "Bei der Auslegung einer Willenserklärung ist der wirkliche Wille zu erforschen und nicht 
an dem buchstäblichen Sinne des Ausdrucks zu haften." 
4 We exclude the issue of constitutional interpretation out of the scope of this paper, since it contains its own 
problems which would need thorough discussion. 
5 Raz, Between Authority and Interpretation: On the Theory of Law and Practical Reason. OUP USA, 2010. p. 
284. 
6 “Words alone, without an animating intention, do not have power, do not have semantic shape, and are not 
yet language” (Fish, “There is no textualist position”, in San Diego Law Review (May-June 2005), 632-3) 
7 See e.g. Paul Grice, “Meaning”, in his Studies in the Ways of Words (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press (1989)), 213-223. 
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Third, and closely related to the previous item, ”intentionalism” can mean the theory of 

interpretation that claims that all interpretation is always looking for the author’s intention 

(and that there is no other kind of interpretation). A softer version of this doctrine accepts 

the existence of other forms of interpretation, but even it holds that the author’s intention 

(the intentional canon) comes first and the other ways of interpretation (the other canons) 

come after it and only supplement it – in case it has left something undone.  

 

We engage here mainly with intentionalism as a theory of legal interpretation. In this way 

we hope to arrive at our main point, that the author’s intention is not a canon of 

interpretation at all, but at most the aim of interpretation 

 

3. Fish’s version of intentionalism 

 

Stanley Fish has advocated intentionalism both as a general theory of meaning and as a 

theory of legal meaning and interpretation. We will not deal with Fish’s general theory of 

meaning here because we think that its fundamental idea – that the speaker’s intentions 

conceptually precede meaning – falls apart as incoherent. To the contrary, we believe that 

the speaker’s formulation of intentions presupposes the existence of a shared, conventional 

language.8  

 

So we focus here on Fish’s views on legal interpretation. Surprisingly, Fish argues that 

intentionalism is neither a theory of interpretation nor a method of interpretation. These 

ways of characterizing intentionalism would suggest that there are intention-independent 

methods or theories of interpretation. For Fish, the thesis of intentionalism is a conceptual 

truth: a text (legal or otherwise) means what its author intends.9 Thus, for him, 

intentionalism is the starting-point, the necessary presupposition, in all acts of 

interpretation. It simply tells you what you are doing when you are interpreting a text, but it 

                                                             
8 See Maija Aalto-Heinilä, “Fairness in statutory interpretation: Text, purpose or intention?”, International 
Journal of Legal Discourse (1: 2016), 193-211 .  
9 Stanley Fish, “Intention is all there is: A critical analysis of Aharon Barak’s purposive interpretation in law” 
(Cardozo Law Review, January, 2008): pp. 1113-1115. 
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does not tell you how you should do it; it just gives you “the right answer to the question, 

and therefore the right definition of what interpretation necessarily is.”10  

 

We disagree with Fish. Intentionalism – or any other theory of interpretation – should not 

be turned into an a priori truth. It should be left open to testing, especially by comparing its 

performance with that of other theories. But if intentionalism is a conceptual truth, testing 

it or assessing its performance would make as little sense as examining whether all circles 

are round.  

 

However, Fish also claims that intentionalism is the “only thesis that makes rational 

sense.”11 This is a substantial claim rather than a mere stipulation of the meaning of 

concepts, and Fish defends this claim by appealing to non-arbitrariness.  That is, he thinks 

that intentionalism is the only theory of interpretation that makes rational sense, because 

intention is the only thing that can restrict interpretation. His argument is worth quoting in 

length:  

 

"If interpretation is to be rational and not arbitrary there must be something to be 
interpreted, something prior to the interpreter's efforts, something the interpreter is 
trying to get right, something in relation to which an interpretation can be rejected. 
What could that something be? There are only two possibilities: the text and the 
intention of the author. But the text isn't really a possibility because a text doesn't 
become a text – the vehicle of a message – until the assumption of purposive design, 
of intention, is in place; take that assumption away and the text dissolves into a mass 
of shapes [...] that mean nothing and, because they mean nothing, can be made to 
mean anything." 12 

 

The argument has many difficulties. (1) We do not interpret an author’s intentions, but her 

text. It is true that in interpreting a legal text, we try to discover the author’s intention. But 

it is not the intention that we are interpreting.13 (2) The author's intention is not the object 

of interpretation, but finding her intention is the end or objective of interpretation. (3) Fish 

                                                             
10 Ibid., p. 1113. 
11 Ibid., p. 1115. 
12 Ibid., p. 1114. 
13 Interpreting the intention of an author is an entirely legitimate enterprise, but it is not (always) the same 
enterprise as interpreting the text. We may understand what the author’s intention was but not why she had 
it. Answering the latter question amounts to putting the intention into context. 
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supposes that only something that lacks meaning can be given any meaning. Surely a text 

that has a meaning (to most of us) can be given any extravagant interpretation by a reckless 

interpreter.14 (4) Most importantly, how is it possible that an intention that is revealed only 

at the end of an interpretive process guides the beginning and middle of the very same 

process?   

 

How would one apply Fish’s intentionalism in practice? As we saw, he thinks, on one hand, 

that intentionalism is neither a method nor a theory of interpretation, but simply a 

definition of interpretation. Accordingly, he refuses to give any specific instructions about 

where to find the author's intention. On the other hand, Fish argues – surprisingly – that 

intentionalism means only old-fashioned empirical research: in order to find out the 

author’s intention, one needs to do "good old-fashioned empirical inquiry" in the course of 

which one puts together pieces of evidence and on the basis of them builds an account of 

the author's intention – that is, of the meaning the text.15 To us, this seems like using the 

textual, systematic, or teleological canons, instead of the intentional canon.16  

 

4. Other defenses of intentionalism 

 

After rejecting Fish’s arguments, we must ask, whether there are any good ways of justifying 

intentionalism – understood as the theory that emphasizes author’s intention or the 

intentional canon at the cost of other canons. One way of doing it would be to resort to the 

rules of democratic government. It could be claimed that if we want to maintain the 

principles of the division of powers and of legislative supremacy, then judges must defer to 

the legislators’ will (intention). It is only if the judges think about what the legislators meant, 

what was their aim or purpose in enacting a law, that they act as true faithful agents of 

democratically elected legislators. Mere “mechanical”, literal application of a statute is not 

enough. However, as we shall see in the next section, the same argument can be used 

                                                             
14 Cf. Hume’s problem about good wine and good wine-taster in his “Of the Standard of Taste”. A good wine is 
a wine recognized as such by reliable wine-tasters. A reliable wine-taster is one who agrees with (most of) the 
other reliable wine-tasters. We know the meanings of words, the quality of interpretations and many other 
things in this seemingly mysterious way.   
15 Fish, “Intention is all there is”, p. 1141. 
16 Fish’s description resembles, quite a lot Savigny’s account of the historical canon in his System of the 
Modern Roman Law (Higginbotham, Madras 1867 [1840]), vol. I, ch. 33. 
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against intentionalism: e.g. Scalia claims that intentionalism is in deep tension with the rule 

of law, and only textualism respects the rules of democratic government. 

 

Another argument for intentionalism appeals to the authority of law. Andrei Marmor 

(following Raz’s ideas about authority17) claims that in some cases, interpreting statutes 

according to legislators’ intentions is the correct, or preferred, method. But this is the case 

only on certain conditions:  

 

• first, the case must be hard, i.e. the words of the statute do not straightforwardly 
indicate how the rule should be applied in the case at hand;  

• second, we must assume that legislators are experts in the sense that they have 
more knowledge than judges about the underlying aim of the statute, and about 
ways to achieve that aim;  

• third, legislators expressed their intentions (about the purpose of the statute) during 
the legislative process, and judges can have access to this information; and  

• fourth, the statute must not be very old – i.e. the circumstances of its application 
must be fairly similar to its enactment.  

 

If these conditions obtain, then judges should revert to legislators’ intentions when deciding 

a case.18  The main justification is the second condition about expertise – i.e. legislators 

must really know better than judges (about the restricted issue at hand) if they are to have 

the required authority. If their expertise is doubtful, then their intentions can be ignored.  

 

It can be granted that there are cases in which all Marmor’s four conditions are fulfilled: (1) 

the case is hard, (2) the legislators have the required expertise, (3) there are preparatory 

works available, and (4) the statute is not old. However, there are problems with this view. 

First, one can raise the question, should legislators have authority in the sense that is 

presupposed in this argument? That is, even if legislators were experts, should their 

intentions be more important than the legal text itself? Doesn’t this raise legislators above 

the law, and thus flout the fundamental rule of law maxim, according to which we should be 

                                                             
17 Raz (1997) ‘Intention in Interpretation’ in Robert P. George (ed.) The Autonomy of Law: Essays on Legal 
Positivism (Oxford University Press, p. 280: “[I]nterpretation in accord with legislative intention is demanded 
by any realistically conceivable theory of authority.”  
18 Andrei Marmor, Interpretation and Legal Theory (Oxford and Oregon: Hart Publishing, 2005), 132-139. 
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ruled by laws, not by men?19 Secondly, the actual working out of legislators’ intentions 

means employing the other three canons of interpretation, and not the intentional canon 

itself. If the intention becomes clear from the statute itself, we use the textual canon; if we 

have recourse to the preparatory works, we use the textual canon to understand them, and 

compare them with the statute itself, and in doing so we must use also the systematic 

canon; and if we also take into account the larger social and historical context, we use the 

teleological canon in addition to the textual and systematic canons. We will return to this 

point in the final section.        

 

Thus, it seems that arguments that appeal to rule of law work against rather than in favor of 

intentionalism. We see this more clearly in the next section when we introduce the 

textualists’ main arguments against intentionalism.  

 

5. The textualist argument against intentionalism 

 

At this point we must ask, what kind of a thing is an “intention”? Most people probably 

associate it with some kind of a mental or psychological state that is located in an 

individual’s mind and is hidden from everybody else.20 This picture seems to be in the 

background of many criticisms of intentionalism. For example, according to Scalia and 

Garner, trying to discover legislators’ intentions would involve “mind-reading”;21 but we 

“can’t know what’s in the minds” of legislators.22 Speculation about the mental states of 

legislators invites only “fuzzy-mindedness.”23 The assumption here is clearly that intentions 

are something subjective, private and hidden; thus, if the real meaning of a statute 

consisted in the intentions of legislators, judges could only try to guess what those 

intentions are. This is hardly what we want legal interpretation to be. 

 

                                                             
19 See Jeremy Waldron, “Unintentional Legislation”, in Marmor (ed.), Law and Interpretation. Essays in Legal 
Philosophy (OUP1995), p 349.  
20 Of course, according to this view, intentions can be expressed, but the expressions of intentions can be 
insincere or misleading – only the intending person truly knows what her intentions are. 
21 Scalia & Garner, Reading Law. The Interpretation of Legal Texts (St. Paul, Minnesota: Thomson/West, 2012), 
p. 92. 
22 Scalia & Manning, “A dialogue on statutory and constitutional interpretation” (George Washington Law 
Review, November 2012), p. 1613. 
23 Scalia & Garner, Reading Law, p. 30. 
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If intentions are private mental states, this also makes the notion of a group intention 

deeply problematic. Intentions require a mind in which they occur or exist. But a legislature 

is usually a group of people – often including hundreds of members – and a group doesn’t 

have a mind. Only individual members of the group have minds. One would need to select 

only certain individuals from this group whose intentions represent the intentions of the 

whole group, but how could one choose such representatives among the legislative 

assembly, which is formed out of many different (political) sub-groups of the society?24    

  

However, it is possible to talk of collective intentions if one understands them as shared 

intentions. The idea here is simply that “a certain intention is shared by all, or perhaps most, 

members of a certain group of people.”25 This view admits that strictly speaking only 

individuals have intentions, but several individuals can have an intention that has the same 

content. But now the problem is, do legislators share the same intention when they enact a 

statute? Or do they have any intentions (apart from the trivial intention to legislate 

something)? According to Max Radin,  

 

“[a] legislature certainly has no intention whatever in connection with words which 
some two or three men drafted, which a considerable number rejected, and in regard 
to which many of the approving majority might have had, and often demonstrably did 
have, differing ideas and beliefs.”26 

 

Scalia and Garner claim that collective intention is “pure fiction” because  

 

“dozens if not hundreds of legislators have their own subjective views on the minutiae 
of bills they are voting for – or perhaps no views at all because they are wholly 
unaware of the minutiae. [. . .] Each member voting for the bill has a slightly different 
reason for doing so. There is not a single set of intentions shared by all.”27  

 

If there in fact are no shared intentions, but only different and possibly conflicting individual 

intentions, then the shared intention cannot function as a constraint of interpretation – 

something that, à la Fish, makes it objective and non-arbitrary. Instead, judges who pursue 

                                                             
24 About the ontological puzzlement concerning group intentions, see Marmor (2005), 123-4. 
25 Marmor (2005), 124. 
26 Radin, M., “Statutory Interpretation” (Harvard Law Review (43),1930), 870. 
27 Scalia & Garner, Reading Law, p. 392. 
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legislative intents “will in fact pursue their own objectives and desires”28 – i.e. interpretation 

has no constraints.  

 

Even if in some cases the legislature did have a shared intention (that could reliably be 

discovered), should it play any role in legal interpretation? Scalia opposes this fiercely: 

according to him, “the text is the law, and it is the text that must be observed.”29 And the 

text must be observed because “we are governed by what legislators enacted, not by the 

purposes they had in mind.”30 As Scalia puts it in his A Matter of Interpretation, “men may 

intend what they will; but it is only the laws that they enact which bind us.”31   

  

The assumption here is that legislators’ intentions and purposes, if there are such things, 

would be discovered from statute-external sources, such as records of floor speeches, 

committee reports, and other documents of the legislative history. But treating such 

material as revealing the true meaning of the statute would distort the principles of 

democratic government: the reports and speeches represent only the views of the various 

subgroups that try to influence the law-making process, not the views of the whole 

legislative body.32 The actual item that is subjected to voting is the statute, not any extra-

statutory documents; and the legislators agree only on the final language of the statute that 

they pass as law, not necessarily on its background purposes.33 As especially the so-called 

second-generation textualists, such as John F. Manning, emphasize, it is the duty of law-

appliers to respect this delicate democratic compromise.34  

 

6. How the intentional canon vanishes 

 

                                                             
28 Scalia, A Matter of Interpretation (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1997), p. 17. 
29 Scalia, A Matter of Interpretation, p 22.  
30 Scalia & Manning , “A dialogue”, p. 1612.   
31 Scalia, A Matter of Interpretation, p. 17. 
32 As Scalia points out, the speeches and reports are often written by external experts, such as law firms, not 
by legislators themselves. See Scalia & Manning, “ A dialogue”, p. 1612.  
33 Scalia & Garner, Reading Law , p. 393. 
34 Manning explores the differences between first- and second-generation textualists in his article “Second-
generation textualism” (California Law Review (August 2010): 1287-1318). 
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As has become clear, our main claim is that intentionalism’s favorite, the intentional canon, 

is not an independent canon of interpretation as it can be reduced to the remaining three 

interpretive canons: textual, systematic, and teleological. In this section we will show how 

this reduction unfolds. 

 

At first sight, it might seem that legal interpretation is all about finding out the intention of 

the legislator. But, as we have seen, seeing the specific intentions of legislators as the object 

of interpretation raises numerous tricky questions, such as, whose intentions count and how 

we can ever get to know them. 

 

Such problems can largely be avoided if we see the intention of the legislator not as the 

object of interpretation but as the result of the interpretative process. Strictly speaking, we 

try to interpret the statute (or the contract), not the will of the legislator (or of the parties to 

a contract). The intentionalist claims that his favorite canon is used in all interpretation (or 

that it ought to be used more often than it is). He also thinks that the author’s intention 

exists somewhere underneath the texts and guides the interpretive process. However, in 

our view, the authorial intention should rather be seen as a legal fiction – maybe a useful 

one, but a fiction all the same.  

 

We will even grant that what is called the legislator's (or contractants') intention may have a 

very real foundation in facts. Borrowing Leibniz's idea, we can call it fictio bene fundata or 

fictio cum fundamenta in rebus. Colors were for most philosophers of Leibniz's generation 

phenomena bene fundatae, which means that although colors are not real, they always 

appear to us in exactly similar circumstances. For example, to make oneself to see red (or to 

be appeared redly), it is enough to take a close look at a ripe tomato. We do not know what 

causes the red sensation in us, but we call it the color red. Similarly, although we cannot 

directly know the will of the legislator, we can bring ourselves to have a well-founded 

opinion as to what that will is, or must have been. We can do so by studying the statute, its 

preparatory works, other statutes by the same legislator etc.  
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Now we can have a look at three cases in which the apparent use of the intentional canon 

turns out to be something else. These three cases could be called the three modes of 

appearance of the well-founded fiction of the intentional canon.   

 

CASE 1: How "intention" turns out to be "text". In general, we come to know the author's 

intention through the text that she wrote and we try to interpret. Very often, we don't need 

to exert any special effort; we manage to understand the text and its author automatically. 

In such a case, it would be utterly misleading to say that we ended up with our 

interpretation (which we would never call an interpretation) because "The text and the 

authorial intention were in harmony". That is not an accurate description of the epistemic 

situation of the interpretation.  

 

We can speak of "harmony" only if there are two different things that are in harmony with 

one another (i.e., don't conflict and/or mutually support one another). But in the case of 

unproblematic understanding, there is only one thing: the text that shows its obvious 

meaning without any difficulties. The meaning is transparent. 

 

To translate this insight to the language of the canons, we might say that because often the 

author's intention directly shows in the text, it is most misleading to say that we managed to 

grasp the meaning of the text by using the intentional canon, because in fact, in this case we 

used the textual canon.  

 

CASE (2): How "intention" turns to "system". To understand the above unproblematic case 

properly, it is necessary to have a look at the problematic case. When the meaning of a text 

doesn't come through clear and obvious, there is a reason for it, often another relevant text 

that contradicts what the first text says. Or the text itself is obscure. In these cases we might 

speak of a conflict between the intention and the text. The German BGB tells us how such a 

conflict is to be solved in the case of contracts:   

 
"When a declaration of intent is interpreted, it is necessary to ascertain the 
true intention rather than adhere to the literal meaning of the declaration." (§ 
131) (“Bei der Auslegung einer Willenserklärung ist der wirkliche Wille zu  
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erforschen und nicht an dem buchstäblichen Sinne des Ausdrucks  zu haften."  
(§ 131) 

 

We have nothing against such a norm. It is pragmatically justified by the fact that it 

counteracts the judge's predilection for literal interpretation. We just want to ask: "How can 

we ever know that the words in a contract do not match the real common intention of the 

parties?" It is not enough that one just says, "There is a clear text-intention mismatch here." 

One must also give evidence for such an assertion. What could that evidence be? Only 

another text.  (The word "text" must be taken in a broad sense to include also the 

utterances and behavior of the relevant persons.) 

 

So, when we notice a text-intention mismatch, we must proffer evidence for our claim, i.e., 

show two texts that contradict each other (and maybe also explain how they do it). If 

contradictions can only be seen by using the systematic canon, then BGB § 131 must be 

seen as recommending its use, although superficially it may appear as promoting the use of 

the intentional canon.   

 

In sum, we have recourse to the systematic canon whenever two (or more) texts do or 

threaten to conflict. It is the task of the interpreter to minimize the damages of the conflict. 

She does it by choosing the maximal coherent set of texts from among the evidence.  

 

CASE (3): How "intention" turns to "teleology". This is the most difficult case of the three. 

The reason is that the intentionalist doesn't (want to) see the difference between the 

subjective intention of the legislator (intentio auctoris) and the objective intention of the 

law (ratio legis). The intentionalist uses the legislator’s subjective intention as the guide to 

interpretation. Therefore, taking the objective intention or purpose of the law into 

consideration only unnecessarily complicates matters. Or that is what the intentionalist 

thinks. (In fact, according to Fish’s radical intentionalism, the construction of an “objective 

intention”, or the intention of a “reasonable author”, is no longer interpreting the text but 

“re-writing” it: one has then given up the search for the real meaning of the text and is 

replacing it with an invented meaning.35 )  

                                                             
35 Fish, “Intention is all there is”, p. 1133. 
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The anti-intentionalist, to the contrary, thinks that "the will of the legislator" is a 

construction or fiction similar to "the common intention of the parties" in contract law. 

Neither of them really exists. They both are constructed out of the evidence available to the 

interpreter. That evidence consists of texts (including recorded utterances and behavior). 

What the legislator did really think is of secondary interest to the interpreter. She is only 

interested in what the legislator must have thought in light of the available textual evidence.  

Therefore, the interpreter is entitled, and obliged, to assume that the legislature has 

deliberately chosen the words that (it thinks) best express its intent and that, therefore, 

these words should be read in light of the meaning that the norm-addressees can (rationally 

be supposed to) understand.  

 

In other words, to understand the legislator's text, we must suppose that it is a rational 

being. And a rational being who wishes to communicate its norms to its public necessarily 

wants to be understood. Therefore it is rational to use words in their plain meaning and not 

to use technical legal terminology. Thus, we are justified in believing that the legislator 

"means what it says". 

 

The difference between the intentional canon and the teleological canon is (almost) the 

same as that between the subjective and the objective interpretation of contracts. The 

subjective interpreter wants to get to know the actual thoughts of the parties, whereas the 

objective interpreter is interested in how a rational, impartial by-stander would understand 

their deal. In other words, while the subjective interpreter asks, “What did A and B think 

when they signed the contract?”, the objective interpreter asks, “What would a rational 

person make of their deal?”  The latter question means: “What must A and B have meant in 

making such a deal, if we suppose – as we must – that they are normal rational beings?” In 

making an objective interpretation of a contract, we must suppose that the parties are 

practically rational, but not omniscient, beings.  

 

Practical rationality involves two things: reasonable aims and reasonable means of attaining 

those ends. The interpreter must ascribe both of them – at least to some extent – to the 

author of the text we are interpreting. Thus, in the legal context, using the teleological 
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canon means (i) reconstructing the goals of the statute (i.e., the “objective intent” of the 

statute), and (ii) working out and comparing among themselves the consequences that 

would follow if the statutory text be given this or that meaning (i.e. working out which 

interpretation would most efficiently realize the goals of the statute). All this, of course, 

requires an elaboration of the historical context in which this piece of legislation was 

passed. 

 

To sum up, we do not really need the intentional canon. Its alleged uses turn out to be uses 

of the three other canons. All “intentions” that are valid at a court are texts (either spoken 

or written) that are dealt with by using first the textual canon and then, if need be, the 

systematic and the teleological canons, which can be regarded as the two embodiments of 

the ideal of practical rationality. 

 

Much of what we have tried to argue for here is nicely put by Gustav Radbruch: “Der Wille 

des Gesetzgebers ist also nicht Auslegungsmittel, sondern Auslegungsziel und 

Auslegungsergebnis” or (in a free translation) “The will of the legislator is not a canon but 

the aim and result of interpretation.”36 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
36 Gustav Radbruch: Rechtsphilosophie - Studienausgabe. C.F. Müller, Heidelberg, 2011, p. 107.) 
 


